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Fun in the Sun
As summer gets into full swing, the weather warms up, the sun
shines and we spend more time outdoors. Whether it be to work
or play, being in the wonderful weather can also cause complications.
While spending some time in the sun is healthy, excessive exposure can be harmful. There are many dangers associated with the
heat and sunshine. Knowing what they are can help you to enjoy
your time in the sun and keep you, your co-workers, and your
friends and family safe.
Sunburns
One of the most apparent problems associated with a lot of time in
the sun is sunburns. A sunburn is a form of radiation burn caused
by prolonged exposure to the ultraviolet (UV) light of the sun. It
causes the skin to redden and in some cases, can cause blisters. In
some extreme cases, the burns can be debilitating and may require
hospitalization.
To prevent sunburns only takes a little planning. First, wear appropriate clothing. In some cases, wearing long-sleeve shirts and
long pants will help protect our skin from radiation.
Another level of protection against harmful UV rays is sun block
or sunscreen. Make sure you research a little to find the one that
works the best for you.
One of the biggest and most recurring preventative measures is to
drink plenty of water. Soda and sugary drinks do not replenish the
fluids your body needs and can give you a false sense of fluid
replenishment.
Dehydration
Spending a lot of time in the sun and warm weather can evaporate
a lot of fluids from your body especially of you are active and
sweating. Fluid replacement is very important. Water is the fluid
of choice but some electrolyte drinks may help also. Make sure

you stay away from soda and very sugary drinks.
Heat Stroke
Heat stroke is considered a medical emergency and requires medical treatment. It can be deadly if not treated immediately. Most
mild forms of heat-related illness (dehydration, heat exhaustion,
etc.) can lead to heat stroke.
Heat stroke is an elevation in the internal body temperature above
105F. It can cause damage to the brain and other internal organs.
Symptoms include:
 Headaches
 Dizziness or light-headedness
 Lack of sweating despite the heat
 Red, hot, and dry skin
 Muscle weakness or cramps
 Nausea and vomiting
 Rapid heartbeat, can be strong or weak
 Rapid, shallow breathing
 Behavior changes (confusion, disorientation, staggering)
 Seizures
 Unconsciousness
If you suspect heat stroke, call 9-1-1 and move the patient to a
cool, shady area or preferably an air-conditioned area. If you have
ice-packs, apply those to the patients armpits, neck, back or groin
area. Do NOT give ice cold water to drink as this may cause thermal shock. When you call 9-1-1, ask them for further instructions
if needed.
While there are other heat-related illnesses and injuries, this covers a couple of the more common illnesses. Please be aware of
the possibilities and take precautions to insure you have a safe
work environment or recreational activity.

Solar Panel Increase
This letter was sent to us from our solar panel manufacturer. We have modified it for distribution to you:
Dear friends,
On Tuesday, June 3rd 2014, The United Stated Department of Commerce successfully imposed an increased duties of approximately
21.89 percent to importers of solar panels, asserting that foreign manufacturers had benefited from unfair labor subsidies.
The decision, in a long-simmering trade dispute, addresses one of the main charges in a petition brought by the manufacturer SolarWorld Industries America. While it is preliminary, the ruling means that the United States will begin collecting the tariffs in advance of
the final decision, expected later this year.
What does this mean to you as a customer? Since you are not the importer on file, you will not be directly taxed for your solar panels.
There will, however, be an increase of about 15 percent across the board on all solar modules in the next coming months.
Our goal at Delco Western, is to remain competitive. So, we will continue to offer you great pricing and unprecedented service in the
coming years!
Thank you for your continued support.
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Did You Know?
In Utah, we celebrate Pioneer Days with fireworks, rodeos, and the
Days of '47 parade on July 24th. Do you know how it all started?
The Mormon church had been persecuted since its inception in the
1820's. Having been driven out of every place they settled, it was
determined they would travel out west to escape the persecution.
In 1847, the Mormon pioneers traveled across the plains and the
Rockies until on July 24th, they entered the Salt Lake Valley and
Brigham Young declared "This is the place." His actual phrase
was "This is the right place. Drive on" but that
is another story.
As you celebrate the 24th holiday, give a nod
to the historical figures that started our great
state.

7/10-11—So. Utah (Richfield, Hanksville, Moab, Blanding) Darren
7/18—North/Logan - Rob
7/22-23—So. Utah (Panguitch, Cannonville, Cedar City, Enterprise, St. George) - Darren
7/25—Uintah Basin - Rob
8/5-6—So. Utah (Richfield, Hanksville, Moab, Blanding) Darren
8/20—Logan - Rob
8/21-22—So. Utah (Panguitch, Cannonville, Cedar City, Enterprise, St. George) - Darren
8/29—Uintah Basin - Rob
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Product Spotlight—E-One Sentry Advisor
E-One Sentry Advisor offers a new level of sewer system monitoring and protection - and can predict
service needs.
E-One Sentry Advisor monitors pump performance and records every start, run time duration and stop
of each grinder pump on the system. Alarm conditions can be sent automatically to service personnel.
The modem in the alarm panel transmits pump run and
alarm data. The web interface can be configured to send
alarm notices via SMS text, phone or e-mail to multiple
contacts. Data is stored online and can be used to generate system performance reports and
help identify pending service needs.
The Advisor can be set up for an individual homeowner to view their own reports or for a
property manager to review several properties.
Contact Delco Western for additional information.

